In Colorado, There's Room To Grow... Straight To The Top.

Put yourself on the leading edge of technology with Storage Technology Corporation, a rapidly growing major Fortune 500 company and a leading manufacturer of high performance tape & disk storage equipment, high speed line printers, telecommunications equipment and microtechnology. In just twelve short years, STC has earned an outstanding reputation for innovation and advanced technology simply because we encourage the independent, creative contribution of our people. Now you can be a part of this phenomenal growth and contribute to our success - and yours!

— ENGINEERING —
BS, MS & PhD
Electrical, Electronic, Mechanical, Industrial
— COMPUTER SCIENCE —
BS & MS
Stretches Your Mind & Your Horizons
In the Following Areas:

• Programming and related functions.
• Designing and implementing computer systems and software.
• Conducting research and experiments.

You are invited to bring your ideas and imagination to our exciting programs.

For more information, contact:

Storage Technology Corporation, 3770 South 88th St., MD #29, Dept. 1, Louisville, CO 80027

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING: Assume a highly responsible role in assembly/rent instruction, methods, production, equipment and technical interface. Responsibility for gathering design changes to product engineering to achieve maximum manufacturing efficiency and vital product improvement.

QUALITY ENGINEERING: Concentrate on the investigation of designs, material, and machine handling methods and manufacturing processes.

COMPUTER SCIENCE: A challenging opportunity assisting in software development, hardware/software interface, programming and related functions.

Please forward your resume to Ms. Donna Kneumeier, Storage Technology Corporation, 3770 South 88th St., MD #29, Dept. 1, Louisville, CO 80027. We are an equal opportunity employer.

In Q We Trust. (We are a member of the Robert B. Moore Group)

In Q You Can —
Great Pricing
Low & Loaded Best Equipment Faster Service Trade in Consignment Brokering

Call 303-860-4127

SALES & SHIPPING WORLDWIDE

Q Audio. There are exceptions.

17000 A Chatfield Ave.

Shawn's Audio, Denver CO

SEND TO: Q Audio

In Fish Heads, A Bizarre Chowder of Established Comedians, you are playing at Off-the-Ball cinema at the Ball, a group of artists and intellectuals. For information, call 547-8576.
The Wall cinema/camp is serving a delicious 16-course meal, entitled "Fish Heads," a collection of short films introduced by the best president since Jimmy Carter. This hilarious, sardonic banquet seems made-to-order for MIT students depressed by the new depression.
The main ingredient of several of the films is trick photography. In Quarter Cup, by Dudley Riggs' Brave New Workshop, a young, troubled urban studies major travels to London with a group of tolerant and understanding people. Although the cook at the grill fries his Fish Heads, there is no hint of the judges wear black hoods, and all the guests appear to have been made-to-order for MIT students depressed by the new depression.
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